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ABSTRACT: The growth dynamics of the highly symmetric
planar organic molecule NTCDA (1,4,5,6-naphthalene tetra-
carboxylic acid dianhydride) on Ag(111) is rather complex,
already in the monolayer regime. This dynamics was
investigated in situ with high lateral resolution using the
aberration-corrected spectro-microscope SMART. Although the
molecular structure of NTCDA is very similar to that of the
slightly larger molecule PTCDA, the growth behavior of these
two molecules is very different. Several differences of the static
geometric, electronic, and vibrational structure have been
described previously by several authors, but some dynamic
properties hardly accessible by other techniques could be
observed in the present real time experiments using the SMART. For instance, it is found by direct observation that after
decoration of steps and step bunches and depending on substrate temperature and surface morphology, a two-dimensional
lattice gas of diffusing NTCDA molecules is formed. This increases in density upon continuous deposition of molecules before
islands nucleate which subsequently grow in size while the density of the lattice gas first remains constant and then is reduced.
Furthermore, in a certain temperature and coverage range some macroscopic islands (of micrometer size) abruptly change their
shape and position on the time scale of few seconds. These “jumping 2-dim droplets” are observable for adsorption as well as for
desorption. Moreover, previously observed 2-dimensional phase transitions can now be followed in real time, yielding further
insight into an interesting but complex adsorption system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Organic thin films are of still increasing importance in various
applications, for instance in organic photovoltaics,1,2 field-effect
transistors,3 and, especially, light-emitting devices and dis-
plays.4,5 It is clear that the electric or optical properties of such
organic films as well as their stability and processing properties
strongly depend on the molecules, their size, shape, functional
groups, intermolecular interaction, etc. It is also well
established that the relative positions of the electronic levels
at the interface between organic and inorganic material (e.g.,
metal contact), which are responsible for the charge injection,
are related to the energetics orin other wordsto the
electronic potentials of and chemical interaction between
organic material and metal.6,7 However, it is less well-known,
that many properties also decisively depend on the geometric
structure and morphology of the organic thin films which can
strongly vary depending on material, structure, and topology of
the substrate, the interface formation, and the growth behavior
of the organic film. Such properties can be electrical or exciton
transport, e.g., exciton dispersion,8 optical quenching,9 and
fluorescence yield.10 For instance, the fluorescence yield of a
thin PTCDA film was found to vary by a factor of 20
depending on the substrate temperature and growth conditions

accompanied by large changes in the optical spectra.10 Thus,
for the optimization of the properties of organic devices and
for the reproducibility of film preparation and results, it is of
decisive importance to fundamentally understand the interplay
between preparation and function, and especially between
interface, thin film growth as well as geometric and electronic
structure.
For this purpose we have recently published several papers

which address the organic layer growth in detail, especially the
interplay between substrate morphology, preparation parame-
ters, formation of the interface, and growth of subsequent
organic layers.11−17 In these publications we have concentrated
on the system PTCDA on Ag(111) and its vicinal surfaces or
on PTCDA on Au(111).18 We have discovered large-scale
reconstructions,15−17 the formation of regular mesoscopic
patterns,15 the occurrence of a wealth of molecular super-
structures,17 different nucleation processes,12,13,18 the develop-
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ment and behavior of rotational and mirror domains for the
first two layers,14,19 and the dependence of various growth
mechanisms on preparation parameters and substrate
morphology.12,13 Many of these observations strongly correlate
with the chemisorptive bonding between PTCDA and the Ag
substrate while the much weaker bonding on Au(111) resulted
in significant differences. Of course, the question arises how
much these observations depend on the specific molecule
PTCDA. Thus, the next logical step is to investigate the
differences that occur when a slightly different molecule with
otherwise similar properties is utilized. For that purpose, we
have chosen NTCDA (1,4,5,6-naphthalene tetracarboxylic acid
dianhydride), which has the same symmetry and functional
groups but a smaller aromatic core (naphthalene instead of
perylene) and hence a smaller electrostatic quadrupole
moment. We have again chosen Ag(111) as model substrate
since much is known from investigations with conventional
(static) surface analysis techniques. For NTCDA again,
chemisorptive bonding, strongly modified interface states,
and highly ordered superstructures are found on this substrate
as for PTCDA (see below). The results and especially the
dynamic adsorption behavior are very different for NTCDA as
will be described in this work. In particular, some very
interesting effects have been observed.
The monolayer regime of NTCDA on Ag(111) has been

studied in quite some detail using conventional methods. From
LEED, SPA-LEED, and STM studies it is known that NTCDA
forms highly ordered monolayers on Ag(111), Ag(110), and
Ag(100) as well as on Cu(100).20 In most of these cases, two
or more highly ordered monolayers are identified which occur
in certain coverage and temperature regimes; especially on
Ag(111) most authors discovered at least two modifications, a
so-called “relaxed” monolayer (“r-ML”) which is commensu-
rate to the substrate and occurs for coverages below about 90%
of saturation and a “compressed” monolayer (“c-ML”) which
has a point-on-line relation to the Ag(111) substrate and forms
at saturation.20−24 The latter usually coexists with the r-ML-
structure at coverages between 0.9 and 1.0 (where 1.0 is
defined as saturation of flat lying monolayer molecules). By a
careful SPA-LEED analysis Kilian et al.22 found a third, one-
dimensionally incommensurate monolayer state in the cover-
age range between 0.9 and 1.0 which coexists with the r-ML
and c-ML monolayer states. NEXAFS investigations showed
that all these monolayer states prepared at room temperature
or above have an orientation with the molecular plane parallel
to the substrate.25,26 However, Braatz et al.24 discovered a
further modification by STM, IR, and SPA-LEED at 76 K
which can be prepared by squeezing molecules from a second
layer into empty spaces of the r-ML structure; this state is
characterized by vertical NTCDA molecules bonding via the
anhydride group and does not occur on the c-ML. Finally, for
highly ordered monolayers (r-ML and c-ML) an activated,
reversible order−disorder phase transition occurs upon
cooling27 which is accompanied by significant changes in the
electronic structure; during this “unusual” two-dimensional (2-
dim) phase transition several further, highly ordered super-
structures were observed which were not identified in detail
(unpublished results and ref 28).
Model structures of geometric arrangement of the

monolayer molecules were derived from LEED patterns and
STM images which were usually, but not always, very similar to
each other.20−28 While for the r-ML structure the findings and
conclusions (6 domains, commensurate adsorption sites, 2

different molecules per unit cell, parallel azimuthal orienta-
tion20−24) essentially agree (apart from the orientation of the
rows), there are differences between the various reports for the
c-ML phase. While the older LEED and STM reports20−22

suggested molecular rows with the same azimuthal orientation
within the rows but rotated with respect to adjacent rows (two
molecules per unit cell with commensurate21 or incommensu-
rate adsorption site22), high resolution STM data recently
found four molecules per unit cell where all neighboring
molecules are azimuthally rotated with respect to each other.24

It is also important to report from a NIXSW study29 that at
least for the r-ML state the molecules are adsorbed rather
closely to the substrate and are drastically distorted as also
observed for PTCDA/Ag(111); this observation is consistent
with a chemisorptive interaction with this substrate.
The latter conclusion could also be drawn from several

investigations addressing the electronic and vibrational
structure. NEXAFS measurements,25,26,30 photoemission ex-
periments,25,26,31,32 laser studies (2PPE),33−36 and vibrational
spectroscopies24,36−38 all clearly and consistently show that the
molecules in the monolayer have a strong chemical interaction
with the substrate which leads to strong shifts of the frontier
orbitals, new interface states, very intense XPS satellites, and
very different vibrational spectra as compared to isolated or
weakly bound (physisorbed) molecules like those in the
second molecular layer and above.
In several of these studies also the growth of the second and

higher layers is investigated. It appears that the formation of
these layers strongly depends on the preparation conditions
and of the structure of the first layer. Thus, a detailed
understanding of the formation of first layer may also clarify
some of the open questions concerning the growth of higher
layers.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The instrument used for the present experiments is the
SMART spectro-microscope39−41 installed at the UE49-PGM
beamline of the BESSY-II storage ring of the Helmholtz-
Center Berlin for Materials and Energy (HZB). SMART is
equipped with an aberration corrector, compensating simulta-
neously both, chromatic and spherical aberrations,42−44 and
with an aberration-corrected imaging energy filter. A lateral
resolution of better than 2.6 nm was experimentally
demonstrated in the low-energy electron microscopy
(LEEM) mode.45,46 The design of the specimen chamber
enables the in situ deposition of, e.g., organic material under
grazing incidence (20°) onto the sample surface at the
measurement position in front of the objective lens. The
sample temperature is regulated by radiative and electron-
bombardment heating and monitored by a thermocouple.
Thus, the growth or desorption of the NTCDA film could be
directly observed in real time. For deposition a Knudsen cell
type evaporator was used. The deposition rate was varied
between 0.06 and 1.0 ML/min (ML = monolayer coverage) by
adjusting the evaporator temperature between 403 and 438 K.
One ML corresponds to the deposited amount required to
achieve a completely closed relaxed first NTCDA layer (of
parallel oriented molecules) on the surface at 335 K. At this
temperature NTCDA desorption from the Ag substrate can be
neglected. The base pressure of the measurement chamber was
better than 3 × 10−10 mbar. A potential influence of the
instrumental setup on the growth has been carefully checked
and could be excluded in the same way as reported for
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PTCDA.12 The kinetic energy of the electrons at the sample
surface in the LEEM experiments was reduced below 5 eV
which is about the threshold at which no beam-induced
damage is observed. The Ag(111) single crystal oriented
within an accuracy better than 0.2° has been cleaned by
repeated cycles of Ar-sputtering (600 eV, 1 μA, 5 × 10−5 mbar,
15 min, room temperature) and subsequent annealing at 700−
800 K for about 15 min. The cleaning progress was checked by
PEEM, LEEM, LEED, and XPS.
In UV-PEEM mode, ultraviolet light from a Hg discharge

lamp (maximum intensity at hν = 4.9 eV) releases electrons
from the surface by photoemission. The emitted electrons are
directly imaged on a two-dimensional detector and recorded
over time by a CCD camera. The image contrast is determined
by the local work function variations and by attenuation of the
electrons emitted from the Ag substrate by deposited NTCDA
molecules. In the NEXAFS-PEEM mode, monochromatic X-
rays from the UE49-PGM undulator beamline at BESSY-II
were used to directly image the emitted secondary electrons on
the two-dimensional detector in real time. In this case the X-
ray polarization could be switched between s-polarization
(with E-vector parallel to the surface) and p-polarization (with
an E-vector component almost perpendicular to the surface)
by shifting the magnetic poles of the undulator.47 In LEEM
mode, electrons from an electron gun are decelerated near the
surface, back-diffracted by the outermost surface layers and
recorded as spatially resolved image. The contrast mechanism
in this case is governed by the local surface reflectivity and by
interference effects that occur upon electron reflection at
different surface layers.48

3. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
3.1. Adsorption Behavior and Lattice Gas. In Figure 1,

some selected UV-PEEM images are displayed which
characterize the NTCDA adsorption at 350 K on the clean

Ag(111) surface. From temperature-programmed desorption
(TPD) experiments, it is now known21,23,49 that above about
320 K the second and higher layers desorb whereas c-ML
disappears between 350 and 400 K. Above 400 K, r-ML
desorbs completely leaving a clean Ag(111) substrate (i.e., no
dissociation occurs as for PTCDA on the same substrate). We
hence expect that for 350 K at least r-ML will adsorb.
Figure 1a shows the clean surface; there are no single steps,

but step bunches are vaguely seen as weak features. Since the
spatial resolution of UV-PEEM is 30 nm, (uncovered) single
steps, which are less than a nanometer wide and cause only
minor work function contrast, are not detectable by UV-
PEEM. After deposition of 3% of r-ML (image b) the step
bunches become visible in UV-PEEM because the initially
deposited molecules diffuse over the surface until they reach a
step or step bunch where they become trapped. There they
induce a local work function increase which reduces the
electron emission along step bunches (darker regions). In the
(sub)monolayer regime, work function contrast is usually the
dominating contrast mechanism in UV-PEEM but attenuation
of the substrate photoemission by the adsorbate may also play
a role (also leading to a reduction of emission).12 In the
present case, we emphasize that the first 3% of the molecules
arriving from the gas phase become immobilized (and visible)
at steps or step bunches.
Upon further deposition of NTCDA first nothing but an

overall “darkening” of the image (image c) happens; this
darkening is proportional to the deposition time indicating that
the NTCDA coverage continuously increases but no adsorbate
islands are detected. This interesting observation is considered
to be due to the occurrence of a two-dimensional gas phase
(“lattice gas”; subsequently also denoted as “lg”) and will be
further elucidated below. After deposition of about 20% of a
complete r-ML coverage, nucleation of islands sets in (dark
areas in image d), which grow in size until the surface is nearly

Figure 1. UV-PEEM images of the growth of NTCDA/Ag(111) at 350 K. The deposition rate is 0.06 ML/min. Nominal NTCDA coverages in the
sequence a−f are 0, 0.03, 0.09, 0.25, 0.92, and 1.39 ML. The acquisition times are 4 s every 6 s; the different phases during the growth are marked.
The clean Ag(111) surface appears bright (a), while decorated steps at the initial growth are slightly darker (b). Whereas the r-ML islands are dark,
the c-ML phase is bright (f). “lg” denotes the lattice gas covered Ag(111) surface. For comparison image scaling is kept constant for parts a−e, but
for part f, the intensity is increased by a factor 3.5.
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completely covered by r-ML (image e). Further deposition
then leads to the formation of islands of c-ML (lighter areas in
image f) but a completion of the c-ML phase could not be
reached at this substrate temperature. From this observation
and the fact that image f was obtained after deposition of 1.4
times more molecules than required for completing an r-ML
(1.1 should have been enough for reaching the saturated c-
phase22,23), we conclude that the sticking coefficient reduces
gradually to zero after completion of r-ML. This is consistent
with the TPD/SPA-LEED data of Braatz et al.,23 which
demonstrated a stepwise disappearance of the compressed
phase between 350 and 400 K upon heating a multilayer film.
Therefore, we performed experiments at lower temperature.

In Figure 2 we show UV-PEEM data obtained from a sample
kept at 283 K. Image 2a represents a surface after step
decoration (like Figure 1b). Further deposition of about 25%
of r-ML (Figure 2b) leads again to island nucleation (like in
Figure 1d), but the islands are smaller and their density is
higher. Moreover, the intensity of the island-free areas is only
slightly reduced unlike the situation in Figure 1 (compare parts
b and d). After deposition of 93% of r-ML (Figure 2c), the
islands have grown together leaving only small uncovered
areas. Upon further deposition, islands of the c-ML phase
nucleate and grow (bright areas in Figure 2d), but before these
cover the entire surface, the second layer starts to grow
(slightly darker areas in Figure 2e), and both types of islands
(c-ML and second layer) grow simultaneously. Interestingly
the second layer islands often grow on top of c-ML islands.
Further deposition (amount: 188% of r-ML; see Figure 2f)
results in a complex situation with a nearly complete second
layer (dark) while c-ML areas (bright) and r-ML areas (gray)
are still seen between the second layer islands. The growth
behavior for both temperatures with many more details is
better seen in the movies available in the Supporting
Information.
By comparing both series of images obtained at two different

temperatures we note four major differences: (1) the second

layer is only observed at the lower substrate temperature, and
(2) also the compressed layer can only be completed at the
lower temperature. Both (expected) observations are com-
pletely consistent with the TPD results as mentioned above.23

Also the third observation, the occurrence of smaller (and
more) islands at lower temperature, is completely in
accordance with nucleation theory50,51 and previous re-
sults.12,13,18,52

The most interesting observation is the fact that the onset of
nucleation of the first layer islands (r-ML phase) is the more
delayed the higher the substrate temperature is. This is
accompanied by a continuous reduction of the substrate
emission (“darkening”). We can exclude that the origin of this
delay is a reduced initial sticking coefficient since the amount
of evaporated molecules required to achieve a saturated r-ML
is about the same in both cases. We suggest that in this
coverage regime a highly mobile, 2-dimensional NTCDA layer
exists which can be described as 2-dim gas phase, often
referred to as lattice gas. Upon further deposition its density
increases leading to a reduction of photoemission from the
substrate until a critical density is reached at which solid
islands nucleate. These are visible in UV-PEEM as dark areas
due to local work function enhancement and attenuation of
substrate photoemission. The solid islands and the lattice gas
are likely in equilibrium by (2-dim) adsorption and desorption
processes occurring at the rims of the islands. Desorption from
the surface into the (3-dim) vacuum is unlikely since there is
sufficient bonding to the substrate even for the mobile
molecules, as proven by the fact that the coverage remains
constant when the shutter of the NTCDA evaporator is closed.
Of course, more experiments have been performed using

different substrate temperatures (265−365 K) and deposition
rates ((1−18) × 10−3 ML/s, where ML refers to the complete
r-ML). Their evaluation is summarized in Figure 3. In this
figure, four phases are identified as a function of substrate
temperature and amount of deposited molecules (which is
related to the overall coverage for the r-ML phase): lattice gas

Figure 2. UV-PEEM image sequence of NTCDA growth on Ag(111) surface at 283 K and a deposition rate of 0.24 ML/min. The nominal
coverages are 0.0, 0.26, 0.93, 1.19, 1.26, and 1.88 ML. The different phases and coverages are marked in the images and can be identified by their
intensity. Intensity scalings in images a−c and in images d−f are constant, but the scaling is changed between image c and image d.
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(LG; gray), r-ML, c-ML, and second layer. It is clearly seen
that the coverage of the lattice gas strongly increases for higher
temperatures and reaches even about 50% for 365 K. This
means that in this case the mobile state on the surface is filled
by deposited (mobile) molecules up to a coverage of half a
monolayer before nucleation of solid islands starts; then the
density of the lattice gas remains at first constant while the
islands grow upon further deposition. To our knowledge the
direct observation of a lattice gas and its dependence on
temperature is novel and was hitherto hardly possible. Also the

observation that this 2-dim state can contain up to 50% of
saturation coverage of a monolayer is surprising. We note,
however, that numerous theoretical and experimental inves-
tigations have assumed or indirectly concluded the existence of
a lattice gas (see below).
Figure 3 also gives the parameters for the observation of c-

ML which starts toward the end of the completion of r-ML but
remains incomplete for temperatures above 300 K. The
formation of the c-ML occurs in coexistence with that of the
second layer which is completed for temperatures below room
temperature yielding a coverage of 2.2 referred to the r-ML.
The average coverage of c-ML (here ∼1.2, referred to r-ML) is
slightly higher than that given in the literature (1.1122) which
could be related to the present calibration because r-MLs that
were not annealed were here considered as “complete”. The
details of the subsequent filling of these four phases are much
more complicated than Figure 3 suggests. This can be derived
from Figure 2 and from the following figures as well as by
careful inspection of the movies given in the Supporting
Information.

3.2. Quantitative Evaluation of the Growth Behavior
of the First Two Layers. The advantage of the present UV-
PEEM experiments is that each of the phases is clearly
distinguishable from the others due to their different local
work function and attenuation such that the photoemission
signals and hence the contrasts are different (see, e.g., Figure
2). On the basis of this information, we extracted the
intensities and areas of the different phases from each image
of a deposition sequence. Thus, one can follow the
development of the different phases as a function of time.
The elapsed time is directly related to the exposure (number of
deposited molecules) by a constant deposition rate.

Figure 3. Overview about growth of the first layers. The deposition of
1 ML is defined as the deposition time for the closure of the r-ML.
Growth rates were between 0.06 and 1 ML/min, hence the various
squares belong to different growth rates (see Figure 5). Four growth
regimes are marked: (i) lattice gas (LG) in red, (ii) r-ML (blue), (iii)
c-ML (green), and (iv) 2nd ML (purple).

Figure 4. Temporal behavior of NTCDA growth on Ag(111) for high (350 K) and low (283 K) temperature, left and right column, as shown in
Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Analysis of the local image intensity (top row) and the visible coverages (bottom row) for the lattice gas (red), r-ML
(blue), c-ML (green), and 2nd ML (purple).
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Results of such evaluations are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a
displays the development of the intensity per unit area as a
function of time (i.e., exposure) at 350 K for the three
“phases”: Ag(111) areas (with 2-dim NTCDA gas), relaxed
NTCDA (r-ML), and compressed NTCDA (c-ML). The data
were derived from consecutive images (frames) of a movie
such as those of Figure 1. In Figure 4c, these intensities are
converted into total coverages (y-axis) by multiplying the
evaluated (total) areas within the measured frame with the
concentration of molecules within the respective phase. The
concentration of the 2-dim gas phase is derived from the
reduction of the Ag intensity per unit area as a function of dose
assuming a sticking coefficient of 1 for coverages in the range
up to a complete monolayer of the relaxed phase. This
assumption is consistent with all our measurements at various
temperatures.
In Figure 4a, we notice that the Ag intensity after a very

short delay (decoration of steps) is steadily reduced indicating
an increase of coverage in the 2-dim gas phase, until after about
190 s of dosing (vertical line with an asterisk in Figure 4a) the
nucleation of the r-phase sets in (blue line) which is equivalent
to the appearance of dark areas (see Figure 1d). These areas
grow in number and size but their coverage (emission
intensity) remains constant. With the start of nucleation the
intensity reduction of the Ag signal (i.e., coverage increase of
the 2-dim gas phase) first levels off and then decreases again
(Figure 4c, red curve). This decrease of coverage or density of
the 2-dim gas phase is accompanied by an acceleration of the
growth of the r-phase (the slope of the blue curve in Figure 4c
is steeper than unity; see upper x-axis) indicating that the
equilibrium between adsorbing and desorbing molecules at the
rims of the r-phase islands from and to the 2-dim gas phase
changes with number and size of the islands. This process is
accelerated after 800 s of deposition (equivalent to a coverage
of ∼80% of the r-phase) as can be derived from the slope of
the blue curve in Figure 4c. The decrease of the red curve in
Figure 4c (coverage of 2-dim gas phase) after 900 s is
consistent with the enhanced growth of the r-phase islands.
The r-phase is not yet fully closed when the formation of the

c-phase starts. It is clearly seen in the movie and indicated by
the blue and green curves of Figure 4c that the formation of
the c-phase starts at areas between r-phase islands; i.e., it starts
by condensation from the 2-dim gas phase. Immediately after
the first nuclei have been formed, the c-phase then extends
converting the r-phase into the c-phase by squeezing additional
molecules into the r-ML. This process levels off after 200 s and
continues only very slowly beyond 80% coverage of the c-
phase at this temperature. Apparently, the sticking coefficient
drops to very small values beyond this point and eventually to
zero.
The evaluation of an adsorption experiment performed at a

substrate temperature of 283 K (see also Figure 2) is displayed
in Figures 4, parts b and d. In this case, the deposition rate was
more than four times higher (compare x-axes). There are
significant differences to the adsorption at 350 K. First of all
the second and higher layers are stable and hence appear after
doses above a monolayer of NTCDA (pink curves). Second,
the coverage of the 2-dim gas phase remains much lower, and
hence, nucleation of islands of the r-phase starts at much lower
doses. In fact, there is also a decrease of the substrate signal
after the shutter of the evaporator is opened and before the
formation of the r-phase sets in (vertical line, marked by
asterisks), but this is much smaller (and noisier for

experimental reasons). Third, the growth of the r-phase is
reduced beyond 80% of an r-phase monolayer and reaches a
plateau between 240 and 300 s without anything else
happening. Then the formation of the c-phase starts (green
curve) and shortly after the growth of the second layer (pink
curve). Since the c-phase forms from the r-phase by squeezing
in 20% more molecules, the coverage of the r-phase is reduced
at the same speed as that of the c-phase is increased. However,
the formation of the c-phase can only be observed for a few
seconds because the second layer nucleates on top of the c-
phase, which is hence no longer distinguishable by PEEM. The
second layer is completed after 570 s as indicated by a vertical
line in Figure 4d.
It remains to be understood what is happening between 240

and 300 s. We assume that in this range a 2-dim gas phase is
filled which diffuses on top of the r-phase but is not
distinguishable from the latter because this already appears
dark. Once a certain density is reached this 2-dim gas phase
provides the additional molecules for the c-phase and the
molecules for the second layer. We speculate that the
formation is kinetically hindered and hence occurs with
some delay because the squeezing in of molecules into a highly
ordered monolayer (r-phase) requires rearrangement of
adsorbed molecules on a large scale and hence may occur as
activated process. Moreover, the second layer predominantly
adsorbs on c-phase domains; i.e., it apparently prefers the more
densely packed c-phase as substrate, probably because of an
enhanced van-der Waals interaction between second layer and
c-phase.
When we compared the occurrence of the 2-dim gas phase

(“lattice gas”) on the Ag surface for different experiments (red
curves in Figure 4) we noticed a significant temperature
dependence. Thus, we plotted the maximum coverages of this
lattice gas before nucleation of the r-phase vs the inverse
temperature (Arrhenius plot). The result is displayed in Figure
5. This figure contains data points from different experiments
with significantly varying deposition rates which were recorded
on very different surface areas. Nevertheless they roughly
follow a straight line as indicated yielding an “activation
energy” of 0.26 eV. The possible meaning of an activation
barrier is discussed below.

Figure 5. Temperature dependence of the maximum coverage of
lattice gas for different deposition rates. The slope of the line in the
Arrhenius plot corresponds to an activation energy of 0.26 eV.
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3.3. Jumping Islands. In the course of our NTCDA
experiments for adsorption as well as for desorption, we often

observed large fluctuations of the shapes of the growing or
vanishing islands occurring on the time scale of seconds. Since

Figure 6.Mesoscopic mobility of NTCDA r-ML islands during growth at 350 (top) and 283 K (bottom). Subsequent images were taken every 6 s.
The differential images are added below and exhibit the movement of islands: gray, dark, and white mean no change, growth, and shrinking/
vanishing, respectively.

Figure 7. Formation of c-ML at 350 K and R = 0.055 ML/min. The nominal coverages are (a) 0.990, (b) 0.995, (c) 1.0, (d) 1.005, (e) 1.01, (f)
1.02, (g) 1.055, and (h) 1.17 ML.
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we believe that this coordinated motion of about a million of
chemisorbed molecules over distances of a micron is rather
exceptional, we have extracted two examples from the movies
which are displayed in Figure 6. Many more examples can be
found in the movies in the Supporting Information.
The upper row shows four subsequent images of a movie

recorded at 350 K; the images were taken 6 s after one another
equivalent with the adsorption of some additional molecules
(about 2% of an r-ML). One can clearly see that the downward
tip of the large (dark) r-phase island in Figure 6b “jumps” to an
area above; the difference image (c − b) reveals this in more
detail: the white spot represents the area where molecules
disappeared whereas the black spot represents the area where
new molecules appeared. There are several other spots that are
black in the difference images (and some white), i.e. additional
molecules were adsorbed or molecules disappeared. Note that
the average distance of this motion of about a million
molecules within 6 s is 1 μm.
Another example is shown in the third row (also four

subsequent images); the differences between these images are
displayed in the fourth row. These images were recorded at a
different area on the Ag sample at a lower temperature (283
K). Here, one can clearly observe an island in the middle
(marked by red line) that first grows and then splits into two
parts, which merge again in the next image at a slightly
different area. The difference images reveal that indeed in the
island in the center the largest change occurs but that in other
areas also significant changes happen which can also be
attributed to “jumping islands”.
3.4. Formation of the Compressed Phase. Next we

consider the dynamic process of formation of the compressed
phase from the relaxed phase in more detail. Also this process
occurs on large scales involving the simultaneous, collective
motion of millions of molecules. Figure 7 displays some
selected images from an adsorption movie that was recorded at
350 K at which the transformation process is best seen because
no second layer can condense on the monolayer covering the
processes that occur underneath.
In Figure 7a, which has been recorded 1074 s after the start

of the deposition, the r-ML (dark) covers already about 90% of
the Ag(111) surface. The remaining holes with sizes in the μm
range show emission from the Ag substrate attenuated by a
high coverage (∼50%) of lattice gas. The next image shown in

Figure 7b, taken 6 s after that of Figure 7a, indicates that
instead of completing the r-phase and closing the dark area
some of the holes show the nucleation of the compressed
phase; this is brighter than the r-phase but slightly darker than
the lattice gas and hence well distinguishable. In the next image
(Figure 7c, taken again 6 s later), the c-phase has filled all
former holes and starts extending into the r-phase areas. This
process is continued in Figure 7d (again recorded 6 s later),
which shows the rapid conversion of the r-phase into the c-
phase mainly around the former hole positions. In the next two
images (Figure 7, parts e and f, recorded 6 and 18 s later), the
conversion process slows down, probably because the sticking
coefficient is reduced in this temperature and coverage range.
In the further conversion process, elongated, needle-like c-
phase structures develop. These (flat) needles within one
domain are perpendicular to each other; needles from different
domains have angles of 30° and 60° relative to each other
reflecting the symmetry of the (111) fcc substrate surface. Near
saturation (Figure7, parts g and h) the network of needles
grows together until at saturation (not shown) the surface is
covered by a continuous (gray) layer of c-phase molecules.

3.5. Additional Experiments. The versatile SMART
instrument allows several other experiments, some of which
have been performed in the course of the present investigation.
Since these yielded important additional information, which
need not have to be underlined by figures here, we abstain
from showing such figures with explicit data but briefly report
on the results. These corroborate the findings discussed above.

LEEM Experiments. In low energy electron microscopy, the
r- and the c-phase could not be distinguished, and hence,
LEEM was less well suited to follow the adsorption behavior of
the first two layers. The reason for this difference between
LEEM and PEEM is that in PEEM the slightly different
chemical bonding of these two states induces a different local
work function which changes the emission from the substrate.
In contrast, in LEEM, the back diffraction from both layers is
apparently very similar, probably because the average vertical
distance of the various atoms in the molecule from those of the
substrate underneath is very similar in both phases. Thus, in
LEEM, the different phases could not be distinguished.
However, the step decoration at the start of the deposition
could very clearly be followed, also for single atomic steps, not

Figure 8. Desorption of nominal 1.2 ML NTCDA on Ag(111) as measured by UV-PEEM. The snapshots (a−f) show the heating sequence. Figure
8a is equivalent to Figure 7h. Different phases are observed during the desorption, appearing with different brightness in the PEEM images: c-ML is
bright (see a), r-ML dark (c), lattice gas covered Ag(111) is bright (d and e), and the clean Ag(111) surface is very bright (f). Step bunches
decorated with NTCDA appear as dark lines (e). The image intensity of the entire experiment is plotted (g) with markings A−F, where the
snapshots a−f were taken.
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seen by PEEM. All other LEEM observations were consistent
with those by PEEM.
Spatially Resolved NEXAFS Experiments. NEXAFS can be

utilized to determine the orientation and the chemical bonding
of molecules with respect to the substrate surface.25,53−60 With
SMART, such experiments were done with sub-micrometer
resolution. They confirmed the information from previous
integral measurements25,56 also in mesoscopic dimensions: in
both monolayer phases the molecules are adsorbed with the
molecular plane essentially parallel to the substrate surface
(accuracy of the present measurement: ±20°). The same holds
for the second layer although in this case the accuracy was only
±40° because of the simultaneous presence of the first layer.
Spatially Resolved LEED Experiments. LEED measure-

ments with a LEED spot size of less than 1 μm have been
performed, for instance, on the c-phase as well as on 3-dim
islands. The latter measurements will be reported in a
forthcoming paper, while the monolayer pattern looked
identical to those published for the c-phase before22 and
hence are not shown. An important difference was that in the
present experiment only one domain could be inspected by the
μ-spot LEED, and hence, only the pattern of one of the six
rotational/reflection domains was seen. This proves that the
islands observed indeed consist of large or even single domains
or, in other words, that single domains have the size of several
micrometers. We did not perform an analysis of the various
monolayer domains as for PTCDA on Ag(111)14 but derive
from our present observations that the analysis would have led
to very similar results also in the NTCDA case.
Desorption Experiments. Of course, we also monitored the

desorption behavior for NTCDA on Ag(111) starting with a
compressed layer as well as starting with multilayers. While in
the latter case interesting phenomena occur, which will be
discussed in a forthcoming paper, the desorption behavior of
the first layer is essentially the reverse of the adsorption
behavior: first the additional molecules that make up the c-
phase desorb (Figure 8a), thus turning the c-phase layer into a
complete r-phase layer (Figure 8c). Upon further heating, this
layer fractures, and the remaining r-phase islands shrink
(Figure 8d) until they are completely resolved (Figure 8e).
Finally the uniform surface emission further increases (see
graph in Figure 8g), indicating the gradual desorption of the 2-
dim gas phase, until at the end of the desorption process the
dark step bunches become brighter when the decorating
NTCDA molecules also desorb (Figure 8f). Thus, the
desorption process mirrors the adsorption process including
the lattice gas and step decoration.
Radiation Damage. Radiation damage either by UV (UV-

PEEM) or X-ray photons (μ-NEXAFS) or by electrons
(LEEM) has been carefully checked for all experiments.
While generally monolayers (and often also the second layer)
are less sensitive to radiation damage because excitations
within the adsorbate quickly delocalize into the (metallic)
substrate before bonds are broken, multilayers or adsorbed
microcrystallites may be modified (usually dissociated) by
radiation. In the present case, the investigated mono- and
bilayers were sufficiently stable on the time scales of the
experiments as proven by comparing experiments with and
without radiation under otherwise identical conditions. One
exception is the stability of the second layer or microcrystallites
(not discussed here) under UV radiation above room
temperature (330−350 K). In this temperature range, we
observed adsorption beyond the monolayer without UV lamp,

while under operation of the UV lamp these layers desorbed
(photon-stimulated or thermally activated) but without
damage of the remaining monolayer.

4. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The adsorption system NTCDA on Ag(111) is more difficult
to understand than it seems at first glance. This is also opposite
to the initial intention of our investigation that the adsorption
and layer growth of large organic molecules can be better
understood by comparing a well-established prototype system,
namely PTCDA on Ag(111) − the “drosophila system” of
organic molecular beam epitaxywith the slightly smaller but
otherwise very similar molecule NTCDA. Indeed the
adsorption properties, at first glance, are very similar: both
molecules form highly ordered monolayers on suitable
substrates, e.g., on Ag(111);20,21,23,24 both adsorb in a flat
orientation on this substrate;23−27,29−32 both bond in a
chemisorptive way to the substrate involving particularly the
frontier orbitals which hybridize with the metallic s- and d-
states including the surface states;29−38 in both cases, the first
two layers seem to grow layer by layer and then continue to
grow in crystallites in a Stranski−Krastanov fashion;11−13 both
molecules apparently form molecular crystals under proper
conditions.
However, a closer look reveals major differences in their

adsorption behavior which cannot be understood by simple
“extrapolation”. NTCDA turns out to be much more
complicated. Already in the monolayer more than three
different superstructures exist depending on coverage.20−23

Even an upright standing molecule can be squeezed into the
first layer at low temperatures.24 A reversible order−disorder
phase transition is observed which goes in the “wrong”
direction: the 2-dim long-range order of the monolayer
disappears upon cooling the sample from room temperature
to 150 K or below and returns after warming up with a small
hysteresis.27

In the present work, we try to understand those processes
and results that occur in the mono/bilayer regime by direct
observation of the dynamic development and its correlation to
results known from the literature. The fortuitous advantage of
the present study is that the five different observable states in
this coverage range have significantly different work functions/
attenuation properties such that they can clearly be
distinguished by UV-PEEM. This enabled the direct
observation of the 2-dim gas phase state (“lattice gas”)
which is highly mobile, diffuses over large distances, and is
apparently in equilibrium with the 2-dim islands of the r-phase
in a certain temperature and coverage range.
The idea of a 2-dim gas phase or lattice gas is of course not

new. Since the early days of surface science, the idea of highly
mobile 2-dim gas phase states has been used to successfully
describe the observed adsorption and desorption kinetics in
many adsorbate studies of atoms or small molecules.
Moreover, numerous theoretical models for adsorption or
growth behavior are successfully based on the concept of a
lattice gas. Very often the absence of an ordered phase in an
experimental investigation and hence the invisibility of the
deposited species by the used method is interpreted as
occurrence of a 2-dim gas phase or lattice gas, and even pair
correlation functions have been measured by STM and were
taken as proof of this concept.61

In the present study, we measure the 2-dim gas phase or
lattice gas directly and determine its density and homogeneity,
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and its competition with island formation. On the basis of the
dynamic information from the movies and their quantitative
evaluation we come to the following picture: The islands can
only nucleate above a certain coverage of this lattice gas
depending on temperature. For temperatures slightly below the
temperature of desorption into the vacuum (∼370 K) this
lattice gas can reach a coverage up to half a monolayer which is
an extremely dense “gas”. In contrast, for temperatures at and
slightly below room temperature the density of the lattice gas is
only a few percent of a monolayer, and nucleation of r-phase
islands starts much earlier. The origin for this temperature
behavior is most probably the lateral (intermolecular) bonding
between molecules within an island. This lateral bonding arises
either from the electrostatic quadrupole moments, or from van
der Waals interaction, or through the substrate via the
chemisorptive bond, or by a combination of these forces. Its
magnitude is in the order of 0.2−0.3 eV as derived from the
Arrhenius plot of Figure 5, which is governed by the activation
energy, Edes, of 2-dim desorption (desorption from the islands
into the 2-dim gas phase). Thus, we have the following
situation: for each (submonolayer) coverage there is a
temperature below which island nucleation is found. In this
case, desorption from the rims of the islands into the lattice gas
and adsorption from the lattice gas at the islands are in
equilibrium. For higher coverages more and larger islands are
formed. For higher temperatures this equilibrium is shifted
toward the 2-dim gas phase since the rate of desorption from
the islands is proportional to exp(−Edes/kT) while the rate of
adsorption is only weakly temperature dependent.
The observation of “jumping islands” which reminds of the

motion of a water droplet on a hot plate is most likely also
connected to the lattice gas because it also suggests that the
molecules are very mobile on the surface and that they can
easily be moved or shifted. The interesting observation is that
they do it in a coordinated way, at least on the time scale of
seconds. A droplet of a million molecules can thus “jump” by a
micrometer distance back and forth. Of course, we do not
postulate that the motion of the involved molecules is
coherent, i.e., that these molecules move together as an
assembly. They “desorb” quasi simultaneously from the island
into the rather dense 2-dim gas phase which is then locally
oversaturated such that a similar number of molecules must
condense somewhere else. It is surprising that this con-
densation can happen at a micrometer distance from the
location of “evaporation”, and that this process of evaporation/
condensation involves a million of molecules simultaneously
(within the time scale of few seconds). We speculate that
collective phenomena such as density fluctuations of the lattice
gas may play an important role. In any case, this observation
supports our finding that the molecules are extremely mobile
in lateral direction although they prefer a well-defined (LEED,
STM results!) position and experience a significant chemical
bonding to the substrate. Thus, we conclude that the lateral
corrugation of the vertical potential (bonding) is very small
although the magnitude of the vertical potential must be
significant and is site-specific as indicated by the commensu-
rate superstructure of the r-phase. Such a small lateral
corrugation would also explain why additional molecules can
be squeezed into the r-phase in order to form the c-phase
which is also highly ordered but incommensurate. Thus, the
energy loss of a less favorable adsorption site in the c-phase is
overcompensated by the energy gain from more molecules.

A small lateral corrugation would also explain why several
highly ordered superstructures were observed by LEED
between r- and c-phase22,28 and why under certain preparation
conditions needle-like c-phases develop (see Figure 7). It is
therefore no surprise that the needle-like c-phase structures
look different in different experiments and that they only occur
under certain preparation conditions. Under these circum-
stances, it is also understandable that adsorption and
desorption processes are completely reversible in the mono/
bilayer range because they occur close to (lateral) equilibrium,
although this may be rather different for other organic
molecules as shown most recently for PTCDA/Au(111).18

And finally the “strange” phase transition mentioned above27

appears much more plausible because a small parameter
change, for instance a different expansion of substrate and
adsorbate layer upon temperature change, may easily change
the optimum adsorption site and hence the chemical
interaction, if the lateral corrugation of the vertical potential
is very small.
Such detailed spatially resolved dynamical observations as

presented here are only possible if one can use a spectro-
microscope like the SMART with its complementary analysis
methods, which can be adapted to the questions that need to
be answered.
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growth of NTCDA on the Ag(111) surface at 350 K, as
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mesoscopic island mobility during growth of NTCDA
on the Ag(111) surface at 283 K, as observed in UV-
PEEM (AVI)
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